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Management Information Systems provides comprehensive and integrative coverage of essential new technologies, information system applications, and their impact on business models and managerial decision-making in an exciting and interactive manner. The twelfth edition focuses on the major
changes that have been made in information technology over the past two years, and includes new opening, closing, and Interactive Session cases.
This fresh set of resources for Cambridge IGCSE Sociology syllabus 0495 (and Cambridge O Level Sociology syllabus 2251) is carefully crafted to match and support the revised syllabus for first examination in 2016. Written in clear and accessible language, the Coursebook provides comprehensive
coverage of the syllabus in a visually-stimulating format. Key sociological research combined with case studies and thought provoking questions help in understanding concepts. Features such as Key terms and Revision checklists further reinforce learning and understanding of core subject areas.
Engaging activities help in applying knowledge in various contexts and building interpretation, analytical and evaluation skills. The book provides complete exam support with each chapter culminating in exam-style questions and a further chapter dedicated to revision, and examination skills and
practice. A Teachers CD-ROM is also available.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: Business First Teaching: September 2017 First Exam: June 2019 Endorsed for Edexcel Let Ian Marcouse successfully steer you through the new specification with his proven and popular approach to Business; clear content coverage is enhanced by
numerous real-life examples to create a course that engages, motivates and develops every student. - Breaks down the content of the 2017 specification into clear, accessible explanations of important concepts and theories - Helps students apply their knowledge to a range of real business
examples, issues and contexts, supported by 'Talking Points' that encourage critical and commercial thinking - Improves quantitative, investigative, analytical and evaluation skills through end-of-chapter exercises - Builds students' confidence approaching their exams as they practise calculation, short
answer and extended-writing questions with stimulus materials - Boosts students' vocabulary and supports revision with definitions of key terminology for each topic
Covers the Cambridge IGCSE syllabus (0455) and the Cambridge O Level syllabus (2281), first examination from 2020. This series helps students understand economic theory, terminology and principles. By applying tools of economic analysis, undertaking calculations and writing longer responses,
students learn how to look at the world like an economist. The workbook matches the Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Economics syllabuses and provides students with additional concepts to strengthen their understanding, as well as the quality of their answers. The answers to the workbook
questions are in the teacher's resource.
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Economics
Liquidity Ratios as Monetary Policy Tools: Some Historical Lessons for Macroprudential Policy
Cambridge IGCSE Economics Student's Book
Oxford IB Diploma Programme: Economics Course Book
Economic Challenges
The History and Future of the World Trade Organization is a comprehensive account of the economic, political and legal issues surrounding the creation of the WTO and its evolution. Fully illustrated with colour and black-and-white photos dating back to the early days of trade negotiations, the publication reviews the WTO's
achievements as well as the challenges faced by the organisation, and identifies the key questions that WTO members need to address in the future. The book describes the intellectual roots of the trading system, membership of the WTO and the growth of the Geneva trade community, trade negotiations and the development of
coalitions among the membership, and the WTO's relations with other international organisations and civil society. Also covered are the organisation's robust dispute settlement rules, the launch and evolution of the Doha Round, the rise of regional trade agreements, and the leadership and management of the WTO.
This comprehensive guide to the key facts, ideas, and theories about enterprise and entrepreneurship considers their relation to small business and discusses measures taken to promote them. The authors outline the importance of the small business sector and consider the cultural, political and economic influences on business
growth.
Offers complete coverage of the specification Includes free student ActiveBook CD-ROM Links to additional support and teacher support are provided online directly from Edexcel
Exam Board: Edexcel Level & Subject: International GCSE Biology and Double Award Science First teaching: September 2017 First exams: June 2019
IGCSE Study Guide for First Language English
Edexcel International GCSE (9-1) Biology Student Book (Edexcel International GCSE (9-1))
Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Economics Workbook
Logistics and Supply Chain Management ePub eBook
Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Economics Coursebook

An investigative approach to Cambridge IGCSE Geography, written in partnership with the Geographical Association. Encourage students to make links between case studies and their own local contexts as well as exploring the core themes and skills of the
0460 syllabus in the context of global case studies and processes. Prepare for exam success with full coverage of the core themes of Paper 1 (Population and Settlement, The Natural Environment, Economic Development and the Use of Resources) as well
as the geographical and fieldwork skills elements of Papers 2, 3 and 4. Help students focus on achieving the best grades with excellent exam support for each Paper, with exam-style questions, answers at different levels and accompanying comments. Be
confident in the content and approach - this resource is written by highly experienced Geography teachers, consulted edited by a CIE Principal Examiner, and produced in partnership with the UK Geographical Association - the home of best practice in
Geography teaching.
Arranged in four sections, provides review exercises and past examination questions for topics in microeconomics, macroeconomics, interantional economics, and development economics.
Covers the Cambridge IGCSE syllabus (0455) and the Cambridge O Level syllabus (2281), first examination from 2020. This series helps students understand economic theory, terminology and principles. It matches the Cambridge IGCSE and O Level
Economics syllabuses. The coursebook helps students apply tools of economic analysis, make judgements on economic issues, use basic economic numeracy and literacy, and take greater part in decision-making processes in everyday life. Sample
questions provide opportunities for students to develop their evaluative skills. It provides a foundation for advanced study in Economics such as A Level. Answers to the coursebook and workbook questions are in the teacher's resource.
This Study Guide has been written especially for students preparing from the University of Cambridge International Examination IGCSE First Language English syllabus (Core and Extended curriculum). It provides all the explanation and advice students
need to study efficiently for the exam.
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography Coursebook with CD-ROM
Assessment of Fuel Economy Technologies for Light-Duty Vehicles
Cambridge O Level Economics Workbook
Economics for GCSE
Journey's End
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, Economics for Cambridge IGCSE First Edition completely matches specification 0455. Created by a team of experienced Economics authors and examiners, the
course is written in a clear and direct manner, and is ideal for international school students. With an exam focus, the text prepares students for Papers 1, 2 and 3, exam-style questions providing
relevant practice. Each section of the text opens with a single introductory page, setting out the Learning Objectives from the syllabus. Case studies throughout the book have an international flavour and
are directly linked to the topic material. Exam-style summary questions are used to recap the Student Book material, increasing students' confidence in applying theory.
Against the background of political turmoil in the Middle-East, Europe faces an unprecedented surge in asylum applications. In analyzing the economic impact of this inflow, this paper draws from the
experience of previous economic migrants and refugees, mindful of the fact that the characteristics of economic migrants can be different from refugees. In the short-run, additional public expenditure
will provide a small positive impact on GDP, concentrated in the main destination countries of Germany, Sweden and Austria. Over the longer-term, depending on the speed and success of the integration of
refugees in the labor market, the increase in the labor force can have a more lasting impact on growth and the public finances. Here good policies will make an important difference. These include lowering
barriers to labor markets for refugees, for example through wage subsidies to employers, and, in particular, reducing legal barriers to labor market participation during asylum process, removing obstacles
to entrepreneurship/self-employment, providing job training and job search assistance, as well as language skills. While native workers often have legitimate concerns about the impact of immigrants on
wages and employment, past experience indicates that any adverse effects are limited and temporary.
Various combinations of commercially available technologies could greatly reduce fuel consumption in passenger cars, sport-utility vehicles, minivans, and other light-duty vehicles without compromising
vehicle performance or safety. Assessment of Technologies for Improving Light Duty Vehicle Fuel Economy estimates the potential fuel savings and costs to consumers of available technology combinations for
three types of engines: spark-ignition gasoline, compression-ignition diesel, and hybrid. According to its estimates, adopting the full combination of improved technologies in medium and large cars and
pickup trucks with spark-ignition engines could reduce fuel consumption by 29 percent at an additional cost of $2,200 to the consumer. Replacing spark-ignition engines with diesel engines and components
would yield fuel savings of about 37 percent at an added cost of approximately $5,900 per vehicle, and replacing spark-ignition engines with hybrid engines and components would reduce fuel consumption by
43 percent at an increase of $6,000 per vehicle. The book focuses on fuel consumption--the amount of fuel consumed in a given driving distance--because energy savings are directly related to the amount of
fuel used. In contrast, fuel economy measures how far a vehicle will travel with a gallon of fuel. Because fuel consumption data indicate money saved on fuel purchases and reductions in carbon dioxide
emissions, the book finds that vehicle stickers should provide consumers with fuel consumption data in addition to fuel economy information.
Endorsed by CIE and written for the CIE syllabus. Economics: AS Level and A Level equips students with the skills needed to succeed in the examination, and describes how these skills and concepts will be
examined by CIE.
As Level Economics
Cambridge IGCSE Sociology Coursebook
Edexcel International GCSE Biology
Economics for Cambridge IGCSE
Managing the Digital Firm
Effective development and management of a supply chain network is an invaluable source of sustainable advantage in today’s turbulent global marketplace, where demand is difficult to predict and supply chains need to be more flexible
as a result. This updated 4th edition of the bestselling Logistics and Supply Chain Management is a clear-headed guide to all the key topics in an integrated approach to supply chains, including: • The link between logistics and
customer value. • Logistics and the bottom line measuring costs and performance. • Creating a responsive supply chain. • Managing the global pipeline. • Managing supply chain relationships. • Managing risk in the supply chain. •
Matching supply and demand. • Creating a sustainable supply chain. • Product design in the supply chain.
Fully updated and matched to the Cambridge syllabus, this stretching Student Book is trusted by teachers around the world to support advanced understanding and achievement at IGCSE. The popular, stretching approach will help
students to reach their full potiential. Written by experienced authors, this updated edition is full of engaging content with up-to-date examples to cover all aspects of the Cambridge syllabus. The step-by-step approach will lead
students through the course in a logical learning order building knowledge and practical skills with regular questions and practical activities. Extension material will stretch the highest ability students and prepare them to take the
next step in their learning. Practice exam questions will consolidate student understanding and prepare them for exam success. You will also receive free access to extra support online, including practice exam questions, revision
checklists and advice on how to prepare for an examination.
IGCSE English second edition is designed for students following the University of Cambridge International Examinations 0500 First Language English syllabus. Simple guidelines, advice from experienced examiners and extensive use of
examples taken from candidates' work make this a book that will genuinely help students raise their level of success and enjoyment in English. It includes a section entitled 'How writers achieve their effects', revised questions and mark
schemes, and an extended section on coursework. This practical approach, with straightforward explanations backed by clearly analysed examples make it invaluable for all students taking any first-level secondary English course. Chapter 1 aims to improve and develop students' reading skills, to help them achieve the best possible grade in the Reading and Directed Writing paper. - Chapter 2 covers reading comprehension and other skills needed for the
Directed Writing and Composition paper. - Chapter 3 aims to improve and develop students' writing skills, to help them achieve the best possible grade in the Directed Writing and Composition paper. - Chapter 4 helps students practise
the specific skills needed for the writing aspects of the extended Directed Writing and Composition paper. - Chapter 5 looks at the particular skills needed when writing a summary - a task which features in both Component 1 and
Component 2. - Chapter 6 advises on continuous writing and is divided into two sections: one on composition writing, for those taking Component 3, and one on coursework. - Chapter 7 outlines the requirements of the Speaking and
Listening exam.
Complete Chemistry is a revised and enlarged edition of the popular GCSE Chemistry improved to bring it totally up-to-date. This book covers all syllabuses with core material, for Double Award, and extension material, for Science:
Chemistry. The breadth and depth is sufficient to stretch your students aiming for the top grades and makes it an excellent foundation for those intending to progress to advanced level chemistry. Key Points: · Now includes all the
necessary topics for IGCSE · Concepts and principles of chemistry presented in a clear, straightforward style · Lively and colourful coverage of the relevance of chemistry in the real world · End of chapter testing with more challenging
and structured questions · Examination style questions · Pagination remains the same as GCSE Chemistry so that the two can be used alongside each other
IGCSE Business Studies
The Wolf Report
Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business, Second Edition
Economics for the IB Diploma with CD-ROM
ISCED 2011 Operational Manual Guidelines for Classifying National Education Programmes and Related Qualifications
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, the books cover the Cambridge syllabus (0455).
This operational manual is designed to assist in the classification and mapping of national education systems according to ISCED 2011.
This bestselling title, fully updated to match the latest Cambridge IGCSE and O Level syllabuses. Used and loved by teachers and students around the world, engage students with full colour pages, the latest statistics and examples and case studies from across the globe.
Packed full of engagingactivities and revision questions, the book is now supported with online access to interactive multiple-choice questions, a full glossary of terms, revision questions and extra practice papers, as well as answers to all the questions in the book.The
accompanying Complete Economics for Cambridge IGCSE and O level Teacher Resource Kit provides teaching support that is easily customisable in print and digital format.
Written with the international student in mind, this book is endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations and contains the most up-to-date case studies, global examples and statistics. - In-depth coverage of every aspect of the latest Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level
Economics syllabuses to help students build the skills needed to succeed - Engaging and contemporary case studies and examples ensure the book is relevant to the international student - Accessible language and key terms defined to support ESL/EAL students - Studentfocused CD-ROM provides useful weblinks to the latest case studies, interactive activities and answers to the questions in the textbook "A stimulating and exciting introduction to Economics that enables students from anywhere in the world to relate to the subject." Caroline
Loewenstein, Economics and Business Education Association Cambridge International Examinations and Hodder Education Hodder Education works closely with Cambridge International Examinations and is an authorised publisher of endorsed textbooks for a wide range of
Cambridge syllabuses and curriculum frameworks. Hodder Education resources, tried and tested over many years but updated regularly, are used with confidence worldwide by thousands of Cambridge students.
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts
Covering Edexcel's IGCSE Business Studies Syllabus
Review of Vocational Education
Cambridge IGCSE Literature in English
Guidelines for Classifying National Education Programmes and Related Qualifications

AS Level Economics Topical Paper 1 & 2 CIE (9708) all variants. This book contains full length explanation of every case study and essay question and they are arranged topically. MCQS are also exlained logically and complete working have been done for MCQS based on
mathematics.
Accessible content for students studying Cambridge IGCSE Economics. This book, covering both the Cambridge IGCSE and O Level courses of the Cambridge syllabuses, draws extensively on real world examples to explore economic concepts, theories and issues. A number
of activities, based on examples from qround the world, are designed to facilitate students' easy understanding of the contents. Principles and practices have been explained in simple language and lucid style to enhance the accessibility of the content to students whose first
language is not English.
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of the Cambridge syllabus. Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been written specifically for the Cambridge O Level Accounting syllabus. Accounting principles and
practices have been explained in simple language to enhance the accessibility of the contents to students whose first language is not English. The book reflects the changes in the O Level Principles of Accounts syllabus and applies international accounting terminology.
This paper explores what history can tell us about the interactions between macroprudential and monetary policy. Based on numerous historical documents, we show that liquidity ratios similar to the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) were commonly used as monetary policy tools
by central banks between the 1930s and 1980s. We build a model that rationalizes the mechanisms described by contemporary central bankers, in which an increase in the liquidity ratio has contractionary effects, because it reduces the quantity of assets banks can pledge as
collateral. This effect, akin to quantity rationing, is more pronounced when excess reserves are scarce.
IGCSE English
Complete Economics for Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level
Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook with CD-ROM
Cambridge IGCSE Geography
The History and Future of the World Trade Organization
This comprehensive and engaging text, developed in cooperation with the IB, follows the new curriculum for first assessment in 2022. With accessible, engaging lessons students will actively relate economics to real-world issues and the global economy. The international examples and case studies encourage
students to analyse economics in terms of present-day challenges and concerns. Conceptual links are provided to help students understand the over-arching big questions that relate economics to the multi-faceted challenges of the world economy including how it works and changes over time. Through inquirybased tasks and links to TOK and ATL activities students will gain a deep understanding of economics. Practice activities will develops the skills required to succeed in the IB assessment including exam-style questions and data response questions. Clear explanations will help students achieve assessment
success. About the Series: Oxford's IB Diploma Course Books are essential resource materials designed in cooperation with the IB to provide students with extra support through their IB studies. Course Books provide advice and guidance on specific course assessment requirements, mirroring the IB
philosophy and providing opportunities for critical thinking.
The Cambridge International AS & A Level Economics Revision Guide helps students apply their knowledge, understanding and skills to succeed in their course. This endorsed Cambridge International AS and A Level Economics Revision Guide has been designed to further develop students' skills for their
Cambridge International AS and A Level Economics course. Revised to meet the latest syllabus (9708) this book is packed full of guidance to reinforce students' understanding and skills to succeed in their course. Written in a clear style by an experienced examiner this Revision Guide is perfect for
international learners and accompanies the Cambridge International AS and A Level Economics Coursebook (third edition).
This text meets the demands for all GCSE Economics syllabuses. It caters for students of a wide range of ability, taking careful account of the needs of students following courses in FE colleges. Its easy-to-follow structure aims to encourage active, equiry-based learning.
Provides full support for students and teachers of the Cambridge IGCSE® Literature in English syllabus.
Coursebook
Management Information Systems
Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Cambridge International AS and A Level Economics Revision Guide
Complete Chemistry for Cambridge IGCSE®
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Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, Cambridge O Level Economics Workbook is designed to help learners develop their understanding of economics, to build up skills and to enable them to
assess their progress. The workbook can be used in conjunction with the Cambridge O Level Economics textbook (ISBN 9781107612358) by the same author but may also be used independently. It is divided into
eight sections which correspond to the sections of the syllabus and the textbook. Each section, in turn, is divided into ten parts.
The Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook has been written and developed to provide full support for the University of Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) IGCSE Physics syllabus (0625). The book is in
full colour and includes a free CD-ROM. Topics are introduced in terms of their relevance to life in the 21st century. The CD-ROM offers a full range of supporting activities for independent learning,
with exemplar examination questions and worked answers with commentary. Activity sheets and accompanying notes are also included on the CD-ROM.Written and developed to provide full support for the
Cambridge IGCSE Physics syllabus offered by CIE.
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography has been written specifically for Cambridge International syllabuses 0460 and 2217. Filled with sources, graphs and case studies, the coursebook requires students to
examine a range of information, helping to build their analytical skills. Written by highly experienced authors and Cambridge trainers, this coursebook is updated to support both Cambridge IGCSE and O
Level students. It includes clear and practical support, case studies from 25 different countries, fieldwork ideas and a range of interesting content. The accompanying CD-ROM contains support sheets for
the topics covered, outline maps and sample exam-style questions. Answers to the activities are in the teacher's resource.
The front lines of World War I may be in the battle-scarred fields of France, but inside this dugout the essence of England is intimately mixed with the hard-packed dirt of the walls and floor. Captain
Stanhope will stand no shirking from the men in his command-- or from himself. After three years in and around the trenches, he is utterly exhausted and absolutely terrified. When Raleigh, a junior
schoolmate from home, gets posted to Stanhope's company, the poor man is badly shaken. Hero worship is for sunny afternoons on the cricket pitch and leisurely discussions of Keats-- not for the horrors of
war. Stanhope wants to believe Raleigh is just another soldier in the crowd. He tries to lose sight of him among Osborne, the former schoolmaster, Trotter, the proud gardener showing off photos of his
prize hollyhocks, and the good-humored Hardy. Yet, when the long-anticipated enemy attack explodes around them, Stanhope and Raleigh must come to terms with the age-old tragedy of battle.
Understanding Enterprise
Business and Management for the IB Diploma
Complete Chemistry
Economics: AS and A Level
GCSE Geography Edexcel B
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the specification. As well as providing thorough and
rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
The Refugee Surge in Europe
IGCSE and O Level Economics
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